Longitudinal associations between neighborhood characteristics and body mass index (BMI; weight (kg)/height (m) 2 ) were assessed from 2000 to 2011 among 5,919 participants in the Multi-Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis. The perceived availability of healthy food and walking environment were assessed via surveys, and 1-mile (1.6-km) densities of supermarkets, fruit-and-vegetable stores, and recreational facilities were obtained through a commercial database. Econometric fixed-effects models were used to estimate the association between within-person changes in neighborhood characteristics and within-person change in BMI. In fully adjusted models, a 1-standarddeviation increase in the healthy food environment index was associated with a 0.16-kg/m 2 decrease in BMI (95% confidence interval (CI): −0.27, −0.06) among participants with obesity at baseline. A 1-standard-deviation increase in the physical activity environment index was associated with 0.13-kg/m 2 (95% CI: −0.24, −0.02) and 0.14-kg/m 2 (95% CI: −0.27, −0.01) decreases in BMI for participants who were overweight and obese at baseline, respectively. Paradoxically, increases in the physical activity index were associated with BMI increases in persons who were normal-weight at baseline. This study provides preliminary longitudinal evidence that favorable changes in neighborhood physical environments are related to BMI reductions in obese persons, who comprise a substantial proportion of the US population.
Currently, 70% of the US population aged 20 years or more is above the recommended level of body mass index (BMI; weight (kg)/height (m) 2 ) (1). Individual lifestyles, such as diet and physical activity, have important influences on BMI (2) . Individual behaviors are constrained by cultural, socioeconomic, and environmental contexts. Neighborhoods in which people live represent an important environment and may set boundaries for engaging in healthy lifestyles (3, 4) . Experimental evidence suggests that neighborhoods influence obesity (5) . Low-income women randomly assigned to receive government support for moving to lower-poverty neighborhoods showed a lower risk of obesity than controls after 12 years of follow-up (5) , yet the specific mechanisms through which neighborhoods influence weight were not identified. Understanding which neighborhood characteristics are predictors of weight change could facilitate the development of interventions directed toward reducing population weight.
Cross-sectional studies investigating the links between body weight and neighborhood features have focused on food availability, the walking environment, and access to recreational facilities. Increased weight has been linked to resident perceptions of low availability of healthy food in the neighborhood (6) , low density of places that sell healthy foods (7, 8) , high density of places that sell unhealthy foods (9) (10) (11) , or closer distances to sources of fast food (12) . Higher perceived walkability (6) , census-derived walkability indices (13) , and land-use mix have also been linked to lower BMI (14, 15) . In addition, obesity and higher BMI have been associated with lower access to recreational facilities (16, 17) . Although suggestive of an impact of neighborhood environment on BMI, results of cross-sectional studies have not always been consistent, and causal inferences cannot be drawn from them (3, 18) . Additionally, researchers have interchangeably used survey-based and geographic information system (GIS)-based measures for determining neighborhood attributes, but these measures are poorly correlated and probably reflect different aspects of the neighborhood environment, requiring simultaneous assessment (19, 20) . Both survey-and GIS-based neighborhood measures may be needed to capture both subjective (e.g., food affordability and accessibility) and objective (e.g., presence of healthy food stores) aspects of neighborhood environment (21, 22) .
Few studies have examined the impact of changes in neighborhood environment on simultaneous changes in BMI, an approach that provides stronger evidence of causal effects (4) . Two studies have linked access to convenience stores and fast-food restaurants to increases in adult BMI (23, 24) , but the investigators did not consider other aspects of neighborhood that might be relevant to weight change, such as the physical activity environment. To our knowledge, no study to date has examined the associations between changes in both the healthy-food and physical-activity environments and change in adult BMI.
In the present study, we investigated whether changes in neighborhood physical environments over time are related to changes in BMI in an ethnically diverse study sample. We hypothesized that residents of neighborhoods with improvements in food availability, physical activity, and walking environment would experience decreases in BMI over time. We also hypothesized that these associations would be stronger in persons who were obese at baseline, because their weight is high to begin with and hence they may be the ones among whom weight reduction is most sensitive to environmental conditions.
METHODS
The Multi-Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis (MESA) is a longitudinal study investigating the progression of known subclinical cardiovascular disease in 6 US urban areas (Baltimore, Maryland; Chicago, Illinois; Forsyth County, North Carolina; Los Angeles, California; New York, New York; and St. Paul, Minnesota). The study recruited 6,814 participants aged 45-84 years at baseline who were free of cardiovascular disease. Baseline assessment was conducted from 2000 to 2002, with 4 follow-up examinations occurring at approximately 1.5-to 2-year intervals (25) . The study was approved by the institutional review boards of the participating institutions, and all participants provided informed consent.
Body mass index
BMI was calculated from direct measurements of weight (kg) and height (m), available from all MESA examinations.
Neighborhood characteristics
Neighborhood indicators were compiled and linked to MESA participants by investigators in the MESA Neighborhood Study, an ancillary study to MESA (26) . Four measures of neighborhood food and physical activity environment were derived using community perceptions of the neighborhood environment and a business establishment database.
Community perceptions of healthy food availability and walking environment
Measures of healthy food availability and walking environment were obtained from questionnaires administered to MESA participants during examinations 2 and 3 (2002-2005) and examination 5 (2010-2011) and 2 auxiliary surveys (community surveys administered in 2004 and 2012 to random samples of other residents of MESA neighborhoods) (27) . Respondents were asked to consider their "neighborhood" as the area within a 20-minute walk or 1 mile (1.6 km) from their home. Questions regarding healthy food availability (large selections of fresh fruit and vegetables and low-fat foods) and walking environment (pleasurability and ease of walking and frequency of other people walking or exercising in the neighborhood) were answered using a 5-point Likert scale. Scales derived from these questions (27, 28) have acceptable internal consistency (Cronbach's α = 0.82 for healthy food availability and 0.65 for walking environment) (29) . To increase sample size and the reliability of scale estimates, responses from the community surveys were pooled with those from the MESA respondents to obtain neighborhood aggregate measures. By averaging across individuals, we expected to reduce the influence of individual subjectivity, producing a more valid measure of the objective reality of the neighborhood (27, 30) . Scales based on a 1-mile (1.6-km) buffer around residential addresses were created by taking the crude mean of the responses for all respondents living within a 1-mile buffer, excluding the index individual to avoid same-source bias. Only respondents who answered all questions within the domain were included. There were a median of 69 respondents across all of the 1-mile buffers for which estimates were generated. Time-varying address information was used to link MESA participants to timevarying survey measures, using the survey measure closest in calendar time. For all scales, higher values represent better neighborhood conditions. GIS-based measures of supermarket/fruit-and-vegetable market density and recreational density Data on food stores and commercially available recreational facilities for every zip code within a 5-mile (8-km) radius of MESA participant households were obtained from the National Establishment Time Series (NETS) database (Walls & Associates, Denver, Colorado) for 2000-2010 (31) . Fifteen standardized industrial codes were used to identify supermarkets and fruit-and-vegetable markets (SFV). These data were enhanced by adding supermarket data from Nielsen/TDLinx (32, 33) . Recreational resources were identified from 114 standardized industrial codes and included indoor conditioning (health clubs/ gyms, yoga, etc.), dance, bowling, golf, team and racquet sports, and water activities (34) . Simple densities of SFV and recreational resources for 1-mile (1.6-km) buffers surrounding participant households were calculated using ArcGIS 9.3 (ESRI, Redlands, California) for each year of follow-up. Time-varying address information was used to link MESA participants to time-varying density measures for the corresponding calendar year.
Covariates
Sociodemographic data were obtained from MESA questionnaires. Time-invariant covariates were measured at baseline and included age, sex, race/ethnicity (non-Hispanic white, nonHispanic Chinese, non-Hispanic black, Hispanic), education, and duration of residence (years) in the neighborhood. Education was ascertained from 8 categories, and a continuous measure of years of education was derived using the midpoint of the selected category. Time-varying covariates included marital status (married or living with a partner, other), total annual gross family income (US dollars), and cancer diagnosis (yes/no) (35) . Family income was selected from 14 categories, and a continuous measure of income was derived using the midpoint of the selected category. Information on marital status and total annual gross family income was available for 4 out of 5 examinations. For all time-varying measures, missing information was imputed using the value from the examination closest in time.
Statistical analysis
Out of 6,191 participants who agreed to participate in the MESA Neighborhood Study, 181 were excluded due to missing data at baseline and 91 due to no follow-up data. Participants included in the analysis (n = 5,919) provided a total of 26,297 observations over a median of 9.1 years of followup. Descriptive statistics were calculated for all sociodemographic variables at each examination. We also estimated mean levels of BMI and neighborhood characteristics at baseline, as well as changes over time in BMI and neighborhood characteristics by sociodemographic variables using linear regression models.
To estimate the association between within-person change in exposure to neighborhood measures and within-person change in BMI, we implemented fixed-effects models. This approach capitalizes on within-person variability in exposure in estimating associations and tightly controls for time-invariant individual characteristics (36) . The following covariates were included for adjustment purposes: time since baseline, income, cancer diagnosis, marital status, and interactions of age at baseline, sex, race/ethnicity, education, and duration of neighborhood residence with time.
Each neighborhood variable (SFV density, perceived healthy food availability, recreational density, and walking environment) was initially examined separately (single-variable models), adjusting for covariates. Spearman coefficients for correlations between neighborhood variables and changes in neighborhood variables over time were examined to assess collinearity. A second set of models examined the food environment domain (SFV density, perceived healthy food availability) and the physical activity domain (recreational density and walking environment) separately. To investigate the independent associations for summary measures of food and physical activity environments, we generated 2 final models: "Full models" included all 4 neighborhood variables separately, while "summary models" included these neighborhood measures summarized in a food environment score and a physical activity score, created by adding z scores for each variable within each domain.
Given that BMI changes could depend on excess weight status at baseline (BMI <25 (underweight and normal), BMI 25-29.9 (overweight), or BMI ≥30 (obese)), we fitted a second set of models adding terms for interaction between neighborhood characteristics and BMI category at baseline. To facilitate comparison across different measures, in regression analyses all neighborhood variables were transformed into standard deviation units. As people age, they could interact differently with their neighborhood; to assess this possibility, we tested a triple interaction involving age at baseline, time elapsed since baseline, and neighborhood characteristics. Self-selection of participants with an increasing weight trend into neighborhoods experiencing a decrease in healthy food or recreational resources was a possibility; thus, as a sensitivity analysis, we restricted our models to participants who did not move during follow-up.
RESULTS
Participant characteristics are presented in Table 1 . At baseline, the mean age was 61.9 years, males represented 47% of the sample, and the majority of participants were non-Hispanic white (39.3%). Mean annual family income was $49,600 and increased slightly over time. At baseline, 61.8% of participants were married or living with a partner, mean duration of education was 13.2 years, and participants had lived in their neighborhood for an average of 19 years. Cancer diagnoses had occurred in 7.8% of participants at baseline, increasing to 16.9% by examination 5. During the study period, 24% of participants moved.
The distribution of BMIs and neighborhood characteristics at baseline, as well as 10-year changes in these characteristics, are shown in Web ), perceived healthy food availability was 3.5 units (possible range, 1-5), and mean perceived walking environment score at baseline was 3.9 units (possible range, 1-5). All neighborhood measures increased over time and were patterned by socioeconomic indicators and race/ethnicity.
At baseline, densities of SFV and recreational facilities were highly correlated (Spearman correlation (r s ) = 0.75), while for perceived healthy food availability and walking environment, correlation was moderate (r s = 0.52). Within each domain, the density and perceived measures were moderately correlated (for SFV and perceived healthy food availability, r s = 0.54; for recreational density and perceived walking environment, r s = 0.44). Correlations between changes in neighborhood characteristics over time were weaker: For SFV and recreational density, r s = 0.15; for healthy food availability and walking environment, r s = 0.47; for SFV and perceived healthy food availability, r s = 0.08; and for recreational density and perceived walking environment, r s = −0.03. Table 2 shows associations of within-person changes in neighborhood characteristics with within-person changes in BMI after adjustment for covariates. Point estimates were in the hypothesized direction, but no statistically significant associations were observed for neighborhood variables. Associations did not change in domain models, which included SFV density and perceived healthy food availability or recreational resources and perceived walking environment. Results did not change in models considering all variables simultaneously (full model) or using standardized summary indices for healthy food and recreational environments (summary model). Table 3 shows associations of within-person changes in neighborhood characteristics with within-person changes in BMI using fixed-effects models conditional on baseline BMI categories after adjustment for covariates. In separate analyses of each neighborhood variable (adjusted for potential time-varying confounders), increases in SFV density were associated with decreases in BMI among persons who were normal-weight at baseline and persons who were obese at baseline, but associations were not statistically significant. A 1-standard-deviation increase in perceived healthy food availability was associated with a 0.13-kg/m 2 (95% confidence interval (CI): −0.20, −0.07) decrease in BMI among participants who were obese at baseline. A 1-standard-deviation increase in recreational density was associated with a 0.32-kg/m 2 (95% CI: −0.45, −0.19) decrease in persons who were obese at baseline. However, an increase in recreational density was associated with an increase in BMI (0.16 kg/m 2 , 95% CI: 0.04, 0.28) among persons with normal weight at baseline. Improvements in the perceived walking environment were associated with reductions in weight among persons who were overweight or obese, but only associations among overweight persons were statistically significant (mean differences were −0.08 kg/m 2 and −0.07 kg/m 2 for overweight and obese individuals, respectively).
Similar findings were observed in domain models, where results were simultaneously adjusted for perceived healthy food availability and SFV density and perceived walking environment and density of recreational resources. The pattern of association remained unchanged when the 4 neighborhood variables were included in the full model, except for perceived healthy food availability in overweight persons, which became statistically significant (0.07 kg/m 2 , 95% CI: 0.01, 0.13). In summary measure models, a 1-standard-deviation increase in the food environment standardized index was associated with a 0.16-kg/m 2 (95% CI: −0.27, −0.06) decrease in BMI among participants with obesity at baseline; an increase in the physical activity standardized index was associated with a 0.13-kg/m 2 (95% CI: 0.02, 0.25) increase in BMI among participants with normal weight at baseline and with 0.13-kg/m 2 (95% CI: −0.24, −0.02) and 0.14-kg/m 2 (95% CI: −0.27, −0.01) decreases in BMI among participants who were overweight and obese at baseline, respectively.
The triple interaction of age at baseline, time elapsed since baseline, and neighborhood characteristics was not significant. Results from models restricted to participants who did not move during follow-up were similar to those of models including the complete sample. 
DISCUSSION
This study examined how contemporaneous changes in exposure to neighborhood physical environments were associated with changes in BMI over a median of 9.1 years of follow-up. In the full sample, changes in neighborhood characteristics were not associated with changes in BMI. However, there was some evidence that in persons who were obese (or in some cases overweight) at baseline, improvements in neighborhood food and physical activity environments were associated with reductions in BMI.
Improving neighborhood access to healthy food has been proposed as an intervention to improve dietary choices and reduce weight (37) . The few studies that have investigated whether changes in food availability are related to changes in diet and BMI have had mixed results (23, 24, (38) (39) (40) . In a previous MESA study restricted to nonobese participants at baseline, Auchincloss et al. (41) found that 1-standard-deviation higher perceived healthy food availability at baseline was associated with a 10% decrease in the 5-year obesity risk. Our study built on this finding by incorporating additional follow-up time, enriching neighborhood measures (including both survey-based and GIS measures), and using fixed-effects models that control for time-invariant person-specific characteristics. We found that increases in perceived healthy food availability were associated with decreases in BMI among participants with obesity at baseline. Associations of changes in BMI with changes in healthy food store density were in the expected direction, though not statistically significant-possibly reflecting limitations in the extent to which this measure actually captures access to healthy foods.
Few studies have evaluated how physical activity environments relate to BMI changes over time. Two longitudinal studies have shown that women moving to a neighborhood with higher housing density and better street patterns walk more (42, 43) . In MESA, people living in neighborhoods that experienced an increase in street connectivity and in social and walking destinations reported an increase in walking for transportation (44) . In addition, increased intensity of development (higher population and walking destinations and lower residential land use) was associated with slower increases or greater decreases in BMI (45) . Only 1 longitudinal study analyzed the influence of access to recreational facilities on BMI changes: After 3 years of follow-up, women who lived within 2 km (1.25 miles) of a pool or gym at baseline experienced a 0.42-kg/m 2 decrease in BMI (46) . We found that increases in recreational density were associated with decreases in BMI among persons who were obese at baseline, and improvements in the walking environment were associated with decreases in BMI, but only among overweight individuals. Paradoxically, increases in recreational density were associated with statistically significant increases in BMI among people who were normal-weight at baseline.
Heterogeneity of effects of exposures on BMI change across BMI categories is not unheard of in the dietary-change literature. In a recent fixed-effects analysis, middle-aged Swedish women with obesity at baseline experienced larger decreases in BMI when they changed to healthier diets, compared with women classified as normal or overweight at baseline, who experienced smaller decreases (47) . Excess weight is produced by a positive energy imbalance caused by high energy intake or low energy expenditure (48) . Thus, people with obesity at baseline should have worse diets and less physical activity than their normal-weight and overweight counterparts. It is reasonable to assume that these persons would be most affected by environmental change. However, further c Single-variable models introduced 1 neighborhood variable at a time; domain models included either food (SFV density, perceived healthy food availability) or physical activity (recreational resources, perceived walking environment) variables simultaneously; the full model included all 4 neighborhood variables in the same model; and the summary model included the z score index for the food and physical activity environments simultaneously.
d Neighborhood characteristics were rescaled to represent a 1-standard-deviation change (for SFV density, 3.6 stores per square mile (1.4 stores per km . b Econometric fixed-effects models adjusted for time-varying covariates (income, marital status, and cancer diagnosis) and time-invariant covariates with time interaction (baseline age, race/ ethnicity, sex, education, duration of residence (years) in neighborhood). Differences across BMI categories were estimated from a term for interaction between BMI category and neighborhood exposure.
c Single-variable models introduced 1 neighborhood variable at a time; domain models included either food (SFV density, perceived healthy food availability) or physical activity (recreational resources, perceived walking environment) variables simultaneously; the full model included all 4 neighborhood variables in the same model; and the summary model included the z score index for the food and physical activity environments simultaneously.
d Normal-weight, BMI <25; overweight, BMI 25-29.9; obese, BMI ≥30. e Neighborhood characteristics were rescaled to represent a 1-standard-deviation change (for SFV density, 3.6 stores per square mile (1.4 stores per km 2 ); for perceived healthy food availability, 0.6 units; for physical activity resources, 8.4 facilities per square mile (3.2 facilities per km 2 ); and for perceived walking environment, 0.3 units). f P value for interaction term between neighborhood characteristics and BMI category at baseline.
analyses are required to confirm and investigate the reasons for these heterogeneous results.
Some limitations of this study must be mentioned. Baseline neighborhood measures were highly correlated. However, fixedeffect models rely on within-person variability, and within-person changes in various neighborhood exposures were only weakly or moderately correlated. Despite our having access to more detailed assessments of neighborhoods than prior work, our neighborhood measures were still limited; for example, SFV density is a crude measure of exposure compared with direct observations of store content (49, 50) . Our survey measures probably included important measurement error and were interpolated based on the closest data available, limiting their timevarying nature. In particular, the walking environment scale had a low Cronbach's α and was less consistently associated with BMI than the healthy food access scale. We used the NETS data set (31) to estimate the density of healthy food stores and recreational resources; NETS is one of the most comprehensive establishment data sets and provides year-toyear information for longitudinal analyses (51) . However, NETS has a fair sensitivity to detect food outlets compared with a field census (52), so we leveraged the information with Nielsen/TDLinx information on supermarkets (32, 33) . Commercial data sets have been found to be limited in their ability to identify the presence of recreational venues; however, errors are considered to be random and small when counts are aggregated at an area level, biasing associations towards the null (53) . Despite measurement challenges, our study was unique in the availability of time-varying survey and GIS data, which capture complementary aspects of the environment but have their own limitations.
The study of BMI changes in the elderly population is challenging, because weight tends to decrease with age due to loss of nonfat tissue (54) . We included a term for interaction between baseline age and time in order to account for differences by baseline age in starting levels and trends over time. In addition, as people age they may relate to their neighborhood in a different manner, possibly leading to heterogeneity of effects. We tested this possibility by creating an interaction term involving neighborhood characteristic, baseline age, and time; this interaction was not significant. Additionally, neighborhood living experiences could be affected by disability or by living in a nursing home; data on these variables were not available, and thus we could not adjust for them.
As in any observational study, confounding by omitted or mismeasured variables remains a possibility. In a sensitivity analysis, we further adjusted for population density, and results remained unchanged. Self-selection has been a major concern in neighborhood and health studies (55, 56) . We used fixed-effects models that adjusted for time-invariant factors related to neighborhood selection, but confounding by time-varying factors related to neighborhood choice and BMI trajectory remains a possibility. In sensitivity analyses, we excluded participants who moved to a new neighborhood during the study to reduce their influence. Among people who did not move, we found the same pattern of association. However, given the observational nature of our data, even our analytical approach cannot completely rule out time-varying confounding or selection/endogeneity.
In recent years, the study of neighborhoods and health has moved from a general framework to identifying the specific mechanisms through which neighborhoods influence health. Yet longitudinal evidence necessary to support policy interventions remains scant. Our study is among the first to comprehensively evaluate how changes in neighborhood environments measured using both reports and densities are related to longitudinal changes in BMI using analytical approaches that eliminate the possibility of confounding by time-invariant person-specific confounders. As such, it provides preliminary longitudinal evidence that neighborhood physical environments are related to BMI change among persons who are obese (and in some cases overweight), a substantial proportion of the US population. These neighborhood characteristics are susceptible to intervention. Although the impact on a given individual is likely to be small, environmental interventions may provide substantial health benefit by shifting the risk distribution of the entire population.
